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Abstract: We propose a cladding engineering method that flexibly 
modifies the radiation patterns and rates of metal-clad nanoscale optical 
cavity. Optimally adjusting the cladding symmetry of the metal-clad 
nanoscale optical cavity modifies the modal symmetry and produces highly 
directional radiation that leads to 90% coupling efficiency into an integrated 
waveguide. In addition, the radiation rate of the cavity mode can be 
matched to its absorption rate by adjusting the thickness of the bottom-
cladding layer. This approach optimizes the energy-flow rate from the 
waveguide and maximizes the energy confined inside the nanoscale optical 
cavity. 
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1. Introduction 

Telecommunication networks, data-storage centers, and many other integrated photonic 
systems continue to evolve and demand faster, more compact and more energy-efficient on-
chip optical communication devices [1–4]. From among the available device-implementation 
approaches, the silicon/III-V hybrid approach has become a popular choice for implementing 
large-scale integrated on-chip photonic components because the hybrid approach allows the 
advantages of both the silicon (Si) and III-V approaches to be exploited in a complementary 
way [2–11]. In the hybrid approach, the favorable optical properties of Si in the 
telecommunication-wavelength region and the well-established processing technologies and 
infrastructure of the Si industry are effectively combined with the active functions of 
integrated III-V components for light generation, detection, and modulation. In addition, by 
reducing the physical dimensions and mode volumes of III-V active components to the scale 
of a wavelength, the performance metrics of the hybrid devices have been continuously 
improved without significantly degrading desirable optical properties such as a high cavity 
quality factor Q and an effective energy confinement in the active III-V materials [5–8]. 

Since improving the performance of optical communication is always in demand, further 
reducing the size of III-V components down to the subwavelength scale is necessary. 
However, because of the optical diffraction limit, further reducing the size of conventional 
III-V components does not generate the expected advantages [12]. To overcome this 
limitation, researchers have recently explored metallic III-V nanoscale optical cavities and 
achieved physical and modal sizes on the subwavelength scale, which is sufficiently small to 
open up new possibilities for implementing higher-performing Si/III-V hybrid optical systems 
[13–25]. However, with this approach, one significant problem in practical integration and 
use arises: Because of the extremely small output aperture of such a cavity, the radiation from 
the cavity diverges very rapidly, which makes optical coupling between the III-V cavity and 
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integrated Si-waveguides very inefficient [25,26]. To implement practical devices, a more 
efficient coupling method is highly desired. 

In this work, we propose a straightforward radiation-engineering method that could 
greatly enhance the optical coupling between a metal-clad nanoscale optical cavity (or 
nanocavity) and an integrated bidirectional or unidirectional waveguide. Varying the 
thicknesses of the intermediate dielectric cladding layers between the III-V nanocavity and 
the metal shell breaks the rotational and mirror symmetry of the fundamental transverse-
electric (TE) mode of the III-V nanocavity. By using this phenomenon, we engineer and 
generate radiation patterns of the III-V metal nanocavity that result in highly directional far-
field radiation patterns and thereby strongly enhance the output coupling efficiency (~90%) 
into an integrated bidirectional or unidirectional Si waveguide. In addition, to maximize the 
energy confined in the III-V cavity, we adjust the height of the bottom-cladding layer to tune 
the radiation rate of the cavity mode so that it matches its absorption rate. At this optimal 
radiation rate, the proper amount of light couples from the waveguide into the nanocavity, and 
the energy inside the cavity is maximized. We strongly believe our efficient coupling 
technique between metal-clad III-V nanocavities and integrated Si photonic devices will 
create new possibilities for implementing ultra-compact, extremely fast, energy-efficient 
Si/III-V integrated optical communication devices. 

2. Far-field engineering of metal-clad nanocavity 

A schematic of a simplified metal-clad III-V nanocavity (without Si integration) is presented 
in Fig. 1(a). The device is composed of three major parts: (1) the 350 nm × 350 nm × 350 nm 
III-V (InGaAsP) nanocavity, (2) the low-refractive-index SiO2 cladding layer that wraps 
around the III-V cavity, and (3) the 100-nm-thick silver layer that coats the cladding layers 
everywhere except on the bottom, which serves to couple with air. The cavity supports the 
fundamental TE mode with a doughnut profile (a monopole-like mode) at a 
telecommunication frequency near 200 THz. The thicknesses of the cladding layers along the 
x and y directions [a, b1, and b2 defined in Fig. 1(b)] are adjusted to generate the desired 
radiation patterns. The top and bottom cladding layers above and below the III-V cavity are 
fixed at 150 and 350 nm, respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of metallic III-V cubic nanocavity. Energy-density distributions (major 
electric field arrows overlaid) and corresponding far-field radiation patterns in the −z direction 
for (b, e) cladding layers a = b1 = b2 = 150 nm around the III-V cubic nanocavity, (c, f) a = 60 
nm, b1 = b2 = 150 nm, and (d, g) a = 60 nm, b1 = 150 nm, b2 = 60 nm. 

For the cladding layer, it is important to use a low-index material because it helps 
overcome dissipative absorption losses in the metal and increases the cavity Q factor [19]. 
Having the same cladding thickness in the x and y directions (a = b1 = b2) increases the Q 
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factor without significantly affecting the original mode profile, mode volume, and resonant 
frequency. From our simulation, we find that the Q factor is maximized to 2010 for a cladding 
thickness of 150 nm, which is much higher than the Q factor of 10 for the III-V nanocavity 
with the same dimensions but without the metal-clad enclosure. For a nanocavity with a metal 
shell but without the cladding layers, the Q factor attains a maximum of about 208. To 
maximize the cavity Q factor in the metal-clad semiconductor nanocavity, it is necessary to 
find a cladding thickness that maintains the proper balance between absorption and radiation 
losses. 

We start engineering the cladding by considering a symmetric metal-clad nanocavity. For 
our simulation, we used a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) commercial simulator 
provided by Lumerical©. To excite the cavity mode, we placed inside the cavity Gaussian-
shaped, time-dependent dipole sources with a very short duration (much shorter than the 
lifetime of the cavity mode), and under the excitation conditions, the source position has 
minimal effect on the properties of the cavity mode. Figure 1(b) shows the energy-density 
distribution and major electric field directions of the cavity mode along the x-y cross-sectional 
plane when a = b1 = b2 = 150 nm. This figure shows that the mode profile still strongly 
resembles that of the original fundamental dielectric TE mode. The mode volume and the 
resonant frequency are calculated to be 0.26 (λ/n)3, and 206.2 THz, respectively, and the n in 
the mode volume expression stands for the refractive index of the nanocavity, which is 
InGaAsP in this case. Next, we obtained the far-field radiation pattern of the mode profile, 
which is shown in Fig. 1(e), by projecting the emission from the cavity toward the bottom of 
the device (i.e., in the −z direction). If the structural geometry of the III-V nanocavity exhibits 
90°-rotation symmetry along the x-y plane, please note that the far-field intensity pattern also 
preserves the 90°-rotation symmetry of the near-field intensity patterns. This symmetric, 
nearly omnidirectional radiation pattern makes coupling from the cavity into an integrated 
waveguide very inefficient and is one of the biggest obstacles to implementing practical 
Si/III-V integrated nanoscale devices that involve metal-clad semiconductor nanocavities. 

By breaking the rotational symmetry of the cavity mode, however, we can engineer and 
produce desired far-field radiation patterns in preferred directions and enhance their coupling 
into integrated waveguides. There are two possible ways to break the symmetry: (1) deform 
the overall geometry of the III-V cavity or (2) vary the thickness of the cladding layer on each 
of the four vertical surfaces of the III-V nanocavity. Here, we use the latter approach because 
the geometric deformation of the original III-V cavity structure would lead to other 
undesirable consequences such as large resonance shifts, Q-factor fluctuation, and potential 
fabrication challenges. Compared to method (1) (i.e., deforming the geometry of the cavity 
itself), cladding engineering of metal-clad nanocavities is preferred because the cladding-
layer thickness heavily influences the strength of surface-plasmon-polariton (SPP) coupling 
between the III-V cavity and the outer metal shell, thereby influencing the formation of the 
final cavity mode. 

We start by partially breaking the 90°-rotation symmetry in the x-y plane of the metal-clad 
cavity by introducing thinner cladding layers along the y direction. Figure 1(c) shows the 
physical geometry of the metal-clad nanocavity and the energy-density profile and dominant 
electric fields in the modified cavity mode when a < b1 = b2, where a, b1, and b2 are 60, 150, 
and 150 nm, respectively. The energy distribution in Fig. 1(c) shows that the 90°-rotation 
symmetry of the near-field intensity profile is broken and that the electric field along the y 
direction becomes dominant because of the stronger SPP interaction in the y direction. Since 
the radiation of the electric fields in the y-direction, if treated as dipole distributions in the 
first-order approximation, mainly contribute to the far-field radiations in the x-direction, this 
enhancement, which originates from the thinner cladding layers along the same y direction, 
makes the x-direction k component (or kx) of the cavity mode dominant and strongly amplifies 
the far-field radiation along the x direction, as shown in Fig. 1(f). This stretching results in 
about 80% of the radiation power being concentrated within φ =  ± 30° [φ is defined in Fig. 
1(e)] from the x axis. The Q factor is calculated to be 1200, which is degraded from 2010. 
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This decrease in Q is caused by increased metal absorption due to the thinner cladding layers 
along the y direction. The mode volume is calculated to be 0.24 (λ/n)3. 

Next, to generate unidirectional far-field radiation patterns, we take another step to break 
the remaining mirror symmetry with respect to the y-z plane at the center of the cavity shown 
in Fig. 1(c). This is accomplished in a manner similar to that used to break the 90°-rotation 
symmetry; namely, by assigning a different thickness to the cladding layer on each of the two 
vertical surfaces in the x direction (i.e., b1 ≠ b2). Figure 1(d) shows the energy-density 
distribution and the dominant electric fields of the cavity mode cases where b1 (left side) > b2 
(right side), and a, b1, and b2 are 60, 150, and 60 nm, respectively. The electric field is still 
oriented primarily in the y direction, which implies that the majority of the k vectors are still 
orientated in the x direction, with the near-field intensity pattern strongly biased toward the + 
x direction, as shown in Fig. 1(d). This directionally biased near-field pattern generates 
unidirectional radiation from the metal-clad III-V nanocavity with about 70% of the power 
radiating in the + x direction [Fig. 1(g)]. This strong directional bias results from the different 
SPP-coupling strengths between the left and right sides of the cavity, which in turn results 
from asymmetric charge accumulations, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Thus, simple cladding 
engineering within the boundary conditions a ≤ b1 < b2 allows us to adjust the far-field 
radiation pattern along the + x direction. The Q factor and the mode volume are calculated to 
be 950 and 0.26 (λ/n)3, respectively. 

3. Optimization of coupling efficiency in III-V/Si hybrid system 

The cladding-engineering technique discussed with the help of Fig. 1 can be applied to 
enhance bidirectional or unidirectional coupling between the metallic III-V nanocavity and 
the Si waveguide in integrated Si/III-V devices. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) present a schematic of 
the proposed metal-clad III-V nanocavities integrated on top of bidirectional and 
unidirectional, single-mode silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide, respectively. The III-V 
nanocavity consists of an InGaAsP bulk semiconductor cube with the same dimensions of 
350 nm × 350 nm × 350 nm as for Fig. 1(a). The device is designed for electrical carrier 
injection, and so includes doped InP posts on the top and bottom of the cavity. More 
structural details of the device illustrated in Fig. 2 are provided in [26]. 

 

Fig. 2. (a, b) Perspective and (c, d) cross-sectional schematic views of metal-clad III-V 
nanocavities integrated onto a bidirectional and unidirectional silicon-on-insulator waveguide. 
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We first examine the case in which a metal-clad III-V nanocavity couples with a 
bidirectional Si waveguide, which is shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c). Continuing from our earlier 
analysis for Figs. 1(c) and 1(f), we introduce cladding layers that are thinner in the y direction 
than in the x direction [a < b1 = b2, where a, b1, and b2 are defined in Fig. 2(c)] to break the 
90°-rotation symmetry in the x-y plane of the metal-clad nanocavity and enhance coupling 
from the nanocavity to the bidirectional waveguide. Figure 3(a) shows the coupling efficiency 
as a function of the difference between the cladding thicknesses in the x and y directions. 
Here, we fix both b1 and b2 at 150 nm and vary a. The coupling efficiency η = γwaveguide / γrad, 
which is the power flowing from the cavity mode to the waveguide, is defined as the ratio 
between the cavity-to-waveguide coupling rate γwaveguide and directly calculated from power 
integration in the FDTD software. And, the total cavity-radiation rate γrad, which is the power 
loss of the cavity mode except the metallic loss, is obtained from the Q-factor calculations, as 
described in [26] with more details. Note that the coupling efficiency η does not depend on 
the total energy stored by the cavity mode, to which both γwaveguide and γrad are proportional. 
For a = b1 = b2 = 150 nm, the observed coupling efficiency is only 27%. When a is reduced 
below 60 nm, the coupling efficiency jumps to near 80% (corresponding to Q < 1040), as 
shown in Fig. 3(a), because the cavity mode is dominated by kx so the radiation in the x 
direction dominates. The smaller a results in a lower Q factor due to enhanced SPP coupling 
with the metal, which leads to greater absorption losses. Figure 3(b) shows the intensity 
profile (logarithmic scale) of the electric field along the cross-sectional x-z plane at the center 
of the cavity and illustrates how much energy couples into the bidirectional Si waveguide 
from the metal-clad III-V nanocavity with the optimal cladding thicknesses (a = 60 nm, b1 = 
b2 = 150 nm). The inset of Fig. 3(b) shows the energy-density distribution along the x-y plane 
at the center of the cavity. Thus, the field intensity is primarily oriented along the y direction, 
similarly to the results shown in Fig. 1(c). Figure 3(c) shows the far-field radiation pattern in 
the bottom direction (−z direction) resulting from Fig. 3(b). 

 

Fig. 3. (a, d) Coupling efficiencies and Q factors as a function of a and b1 in a metal-clad III-V 
cavity coupled with bidirectional and unidirectional Si waveguide, respectively. In the 
bidirectional case, b1 and b2 are fixed at 150 nm and, in the unidirectional case, a and b2 are 
fixed at 90 and 150 nm, respectively. (b, e) Profiles of E2 on logarithmic scale along x-z plane 
(in the bidirectional case, a = 60 nm, in the unidirectional case, b1 = 180 nm): Insets show the 
energy-density profiles along the x-y plane at the center of cavity. (c, f) Far-field patterns 
toward bottom direction (−z direction) calculated right above the waveguide, for the cases 
given for panels (b) and (e), respectively. 
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For unidirectional coupling [Figs. 2(b) and 2(d)], we enhance the unidirectionality by 
making b1 > b2, which breaks the mirror symmetry with respect to the y-z plane at the center 
of the cavity, very similar to the case described for Figs. 1(d) and 1(g). Figure 3(d) shows the 
coupling efficiency as a function of b1 with a and b2 fixed at 90 and 150 nm, respectively. As 
expected, a large asymmetry ratio between b1 and b2 highly enhances coupling into the 
unidirectional waveguide, and its efficiency increases up to 90%. When b1 exceeds 140 nm, 
the Q factor starts to degrade significantly because of the increased cavity-to-waveguide rate 
γwaveguide and total cavity-radiation rate γrad. For the optimal case in which the coupling 
efficiency is near maximum while the Q factor still remains relatively high, b1 = 180 nm, and 
the corresponding coupling efficiency and Q factor are calculated to be 86% and 1350, 
respectively. Interestingly, when b1 exceeds 180 nm, the total area of the cavity contacting the 
waveguide underneath becomes larger and, thus, the radiation rate increases while the Q 
factor lowers. When this happens, the coupling efficiency tends to remain constant, ranging 
between 85% and 90%, which indicates that the energy is still efficiently flowing into the 
waveguides rather than leaking into the substrate. Figure 3(e) shows the intensity profile of 
the electric field along the x-z plane at the cavity center for a = 90 nm, b1 = 180 nm, and b2 = 
150 nm and illustrates how much energy couples from the metal-clad III-V nanocavity into 
the integrated unidirectional Si waveguide under optimal cladding conditions. The inset of 
Fig. 3(e) shows the energy-density distribution along the x-y plane at the center of cavity, 
which represents the near-field intensity strongly biased in the + x direction, similar to Fig. 
1(d). Figure 3(f) shows the far-field radiation pattern in the bottom direction (−z) of the 
nanocavity resulting from Fig. 3(e). In both the bidirectional and unidirectional cases, it is 
quite clear how effectively our cladding engineering could improve the coupling from the 
metal-clad III-V nanocavity into integrated bidirectional or unidirectional waveguides. 

4. Optimization of cavity-energy in III-V/Si hybrid system 

Finally, we discuss how to maximize the amount of energy confined inside the metal-clad III-
V nanocavity when light couples from the integrated Si waveguide into the nanocavity. This 
study is particularly relevant to maximizing the performance of nanodetectors and modulators 
implemented using the Si/III-V hybrid approach. If the cavity couples with a waveguide in 
the weak-evanescent-coupling regime, the amount of energy in the cavity depends 
theoretically on the ratio of the radiation and absorption rates of the cavity mode to the cavity-
to-waveguide coupling efficiency [27]. In addition, the cavity-waveguide distance generally 
serves as a means to control the radiation rate γrad and the coupling rate γwaveguide of the cavity 
mode [28]. Similarly, in the proposed structure shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), the thickness of 
the bottom cladding layer (or the height g of the bottom InP post) can also be used to control 
γrad and γwaveguide. 

First, we examine how the coupling efficiencies and the cavity Q factors vary as a 
function of g with optimized dimensions (1) for the unidirectional-waveguide case (ηuni, Quni) 
where a = 90 nm, b1 = 180 nm, and b2 = 150 nm and (2) for the bidirectional-waveguide case 
(ηbi, Qbi) where a = 60 nm, b1 = b2 = 150 nm, as shown in Fig. 4(a). In this figure, ηuni and ηbi 
remain constant between about 82% and 87% and between about 77% and 79%, respectively, 
as g varies between 200 and 600 nm. This implies that the two rates γrad and γwaveguide increase 
almost at the same rate so that the ratio γwaveguide / γrad remains constant as g is reduced for both 
the unidirectional (γrad,uni, γwaveguide,uni) and bidirectional (γrad,bi, γwaveguide,bi) cases. We attribute 
the degradation of Q with the reduction of g to the increase in γrad. The cavity-to-metal 
absorption rates γabs,uni and γabs,bi for the unidirectional and bidirectional cases, respectively, 
remain mostly constant because of the fixed cladding thickness along the x and y directions 
(fixed a, b1, and b2). Figure 4(b) shows the calculated results for γrad,uni, γrad,bi, γabs,uni, and γabs,bi 
as a function of g. The rates γabs,uni and γabs,bi are constant around 0.13 THz and 0.17 THz, 
respectively, while γrad,uni and γrad,bi depend strongly on g. 
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Fig. 4. (a) Coupling efficiencies ηuni and ηbi and quality factors Quni and Qbi as a function of g 
for structures of Figs. 3(e) and 3(b), respectively. (b) Radiation rates γrad,uni and γrad,bi and 
absorption rates γabs,uni and γabs,bi of cavity modes in panel (a) as a function of g, respectively. 
(c) Profile of E2 on logarithmic scale along x-z plane for unidirectional and bidirectional cases 
for g = 400 nm when light is coupled from waveguide. (d) Total energies |ψuni|

2 and |ψbi|
2 inside 

cavity for 10-mW waveguide input as a function of g. 

Based on the observations summarized in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), we use coupled-mode 
theory to analytically express the total energy (|ψuni|

2 or |ψbi|
2) for unidirectional and 

bidirectional cases, respectively) in the cavity when light couples from the integrated 
waveguide with the same definitions in [29]: 

 ( )( ) ( )rad, abs, waveguide, input

1
.

2
i

i i i i i i

d
j g g s

dt

ψ ωψ γ γ ψ ξ γ= − + +  (1) 

Here, the subscript i = “uni” or i = “bi” for the unidirectional or bidirectional cases, 
respectively. The quantity ωi is the resonant frequency of the cavity mode, and |sinput|

2 
represents the input power from the waveguide. The constant ξ = 1 or 1/2 for unidirectional or 
bidirectional, respectively. We assume that γrad,i(g) and γwaveguide,i(g) vary as a function of g; 
γabs,i is a constant estimated from Fig. 4(b). 

From the definition of coupling efficiency (ηi = γwaveguide,i / γrad,i), γwaveguide,i(g) can be 
replaced by ηi ·γrad,i(g) and, based on the results shown in Fig. 4(a), ηi can be regarded as a 
constant for 200 nm < g < 600 nm. Thus, from Eq. (1), the steady-state total cavity energy 
|ψi|

2 at the resonant frequency ωi is 
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22 rad,
input2

rad, abs,

( )
4 .

( )

i
i i

i i

g
s

g

γ
ψ η ξ

γ γ
=

+
 (2) 

Equation (2) shows that the total cavity energy follows γrad,i(g) / (γrad,i(g) + γabs,i)
2 and is 

maximized when the condition γrad,i(g) = γabs,i is satisfied. From Eq. (2), the maximum energy 
in the cavity under optimized conditions is |ψi|

2 = (ηi·ξ / γrad,i)|sinput|
2. Note that the energy in 

the cavity is proportional to the coupling efficiency ηi and inversely proportional to the total 
cavity-to-radiation rate γrad,i. In addition, the value of ξ for |ψuni|

2, which is 1, is twice as large 
as its counterpart for|ψbi|

2. 
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Figure 4(b) indicates that g ≈400 nm is optimal (or, more accurately, g = 380 nm and 430 
nm for the unidirectional and bidirectional cases, respectively) because γrad,i matches γabs,i for 
this value. Figure 4(c) shows the intensity distribution of the electric field on a logarithmic 
scale in the x-z plane when g = 400 nm for the unidirectional and bidirectional cases, where 
the light enters from the left end of the waveguide. This figure clearly shows that the energies 
inside the cavities are highly coupled from the waveguide inputs. Figure 4(d) shows the 
simulated total energies in the III-V cavities for 10-mW input as a function of g for the 
unidirectional and bidirectional cases. This result implies that the energies in the cavities are 
maximized when γrad,i matches γabs,i [Fig. 4(b)] and the optimized g ≈380 nm and 430 nm for 
the unidirectional and bidirectional cases, respectively. The maximum cavity energies for 10-
mW input are calculated to be 7.7 and 3.0 fJ for the unidirectional and bidirectional cases, 
respectively, where the smaller energy in the bidirectional case is attributed to the 50% value 
of ξ and the slightly lower coupling efficiency (ηbi < ηuni). As the result indicates, controlling 
the height g of the bottom-cladding layer in the metal-clad nanocavity proves to be a simple 
and highly effective way to optimize the optical coupling into the integrated Si waveguide 
and to thereby maximize the cavity energy. 

7. Summary 

We have shown that cladding engineering for the metal-clad nanocavity is a flexible approach 
to modify the radiation patterns and rates of cavity modes and greatly enhances coupling with 
integrated waveguides, thereby maximizing the standing energy inside the cavity. We believe 
this method will prove to be fundamental and important tool in developing next-generation 
optical communication devices. 
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